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The Walker & Hall Trust is very proud of  our 

longstanding support of  the Waiheke Art 

Award, now spanning 20 years. It combines an 

appreciation of  art with giving back to the NZ art 

community, and Waiheke itself. 

The magic of  Waiheke rests with the people; those 

whose endeavours and motivation far exceeds that 

which is simply economic. Waiheke is blessed to 

be supported by so many who nurture a creative 

and interesting island, which benefits everyone who 

live on and visit it. To be able to be a part of  and 

contribute to that community is an honour, 

for which we are very grateful. 

Joe Tattersfield 

Walker & Hall



‘I’ve selected these finalists to present a diverse and 
intriguing look into our histories and experiences. A group 
exhibition like this can hint at our national character, as 
artists collectively project their individual viewpoints into 
a broad compendium of narratives and suggestions. 
 
Nothing can replace the sensation of seeing art in real life, 
and I look forward to being in a room with all these works 
to find what happens, what I feel.’ 

Evan Woodruffe
2022 SELECTOR + JUDGE

thanks also to the support of



SARAH ADAM
DAY 52 - 54 TONGARIRO CROSSING
oil on primed watercolour paper
480mm x 110mm

A snippet of  the 140 paintings created whilst walking and painting Te Araroa Trail.  The 
3000km trail traversing the length of  the country.  On this journey I carried my oil paints 
and created a painting ‘en plein air’ of  the landscape presented each day.



GLEN ARMSTRONG 
UNTITLED (PHOTO PRINT)      
acrylic and embroidery on cotton lined    
220mm diameter     

Exploring an ongoing pre-occupation with intepreting how we interact in space, including 
our patterns and behaviour. Interpretation through paint and embroidery.



KIRSTY BLACK
FRISKY FRIEDA
acrylic on canvas
900 x 1200mm

A sense of  escapade, romping across the canvas with joyful flourishes of  colour and mark-
making is a fabulous feeling – this is my main motivation when painting. If  I can impart 
this joy to the viewer that is a great motivator too. It’s an invitation to go on an adventure.



PEAR VENETIAN
Curated Collection

Natural white diamond 
on white gold

Our sought-after Venetian design with its V shaped 
tapering profile perfectly complements the pear cut 
centre. A stunning two carat stone sits elegantly with 
an open side profile and sympathetic V shaped claw 
to tip. The diamond radiates sparkle and attractive 

asymmetrical scintillation is captured in a discreet yet 
complementary setting.   Joseph Tattersfield



MATTHEW CARTER
POSTBOX
oil on canvas
230mm x 180mm

The urban environment has long been an exciting subject for visual exploration. My 
painting attempts to engage with the spatio-psychology of  the city, particularly Auckland 
and it attempts to find poetry in the overlooked parts of  it.



JAMIE CHAPMAN
GAZING LONGINGLY AT A SURFACE      
oil on canvas    
1000mm x 1000mm    

Throughout the painting process there is a constant conflict between paint and image; 
with the push and pull of  the surface and picture depth. There is a struggle to let go of  
the image and let the paint be paint.



The rich green hue of  this attractive pear shaped emerald 
confirms the status of  the Colombian emerald as the 

premier source of  this highly coveted gem. The generous 
surround of  fine white diamonds in our customary 

Belle setting provides further impact emphasising the 
undeniable appeal of  this significant 2.52ct luscious 

green gem.   Joseph Tattersfield

EMERALD BELLE
Curated Collection

Natural emerald and white 
diamonds on white gold



KATE COX
INTERIOR CONTENTMENT     
acrylic paint, pastels and oil sticks on canvas 
900mm x 1200mm  

My visual language is abstract expressionism. I relish the immediacy of  acrylics, pastels 
and oil sticks on canvas. Bold compositions involve bravery with painterly gestures, washes 
and intuitive marks exploring themes of  internal navigation and protection. A silent 
release of  emotion without retort, exposing reflections, contentment and self  respect.



GREG DOWNIE
CATARACTS SELF PORTRAIT      
flatscreen monitor MP4 animation and framed print   
650mm x 600mm    

Two animated loops approx 120 hand-drawn frames, each presented with a print. These 
works recall life experiences undergoing eye cataract surgery, the result of  Congenital 
Rubella Syndrome, an infant illness resulting from my mother’s rubella virus infection in 
pregnancy. As a child I was declared legally blind.



SONJA DRAKE
INFLOW AND INFILTRATION, HICKSONS MILL, CAPTAIN SPRINGS   
oil on canvas    
555mm x 700mm    

Tracing a river I can’t see, I imagine the path water flows to the aquifer. Below the heavy 
tread of  the human footprint, the contaminant plume accumulates through time. Above 
and below the land’s surface, in the waterways, aquifers, and all life forms, a genetic 
legacy is carried.



MARGARET ELMSLEY
SLEEPING BEAUTIES   
charcoal drawing on paper   
200mm x 180mm    

‘Pareidolia’ is the ability to see shapes in randomness, the result of  coincidental patterns 
that the mind chooses to interpret in particular ways. I often do this with clouds and was 
inspired to draw them. I see a few sleeping beauties: in the clouds, the island and the 
black space.



MARGARET FEENEY
WILD ANIMAL GLYPHS
 ink and fine particles of clay on primed Hahnemüehle 
1200mm x 400mm    

These Glyphs are units of  animal communication. They look at the idea that animals 
are complex and communicate with each other; we just can’t hear them. They are about 
humans thinking we are made by culture alone and are not part of  nature.



LINDA GILBERT
SEDIMENTARY
mixed media on paper   
450mm x 600mm    

Sedimentary is inspired by intangible energies sensed from sedimentary limestone and 
igneous volcanic geology found in the Kaipara District. 



FOXTAIL
Curated Collection

Yellow gold

This design lies at the centre of  a long relationship 
with local master goldsmith Geoff Taylor. It is 

testament to his ability how he weaves this tight 
foxtail link from specially drawn wire, allowing 
for a closely formed link. The effect is a piece 

which effortlessly drapes the wearer like the gentle 
softness of  fabric.   Joseph Tattersfield



TONY GUO
PESTS
oil on canvas
850mm x 850mm    

Through arbitrary collisions of  painted marks combined with absurd figurative 
narratives, these paintings explore ways to approach a queer landscape immersed in 
whimsical nostalgia. 



SARAH GUPPY
CULTIVATING INNER NATURE
acrylic and crayon on gessoed board
600mm x 500mm    

 



DOROTHY HELYER
EARTH MUSIC
graphite, ink, liquid charcoal, gesso on board
1040mm x 440mm    

The impermanence of  the natural world fascinates me. Its rhythms, and life cycles of  
organic beings. I am drawn to that which is left behind especially the organic lifeless 
remains that once were living and life-giving. Abstracted imaginary worlds evolve freely 
inspired by these natural forms.



AMANDA HEWLETT
ANOTHER WAY OF SEEING
acrylic on canvas
750mm x 750mm    

While researching events and cultures that have a significant role to play in the evolving 
identity of  New Zealand/Aotearoa, I was intrigued by how perspectives vary. It raised the 
question of, what is truth? These works are part of  my attempt to explore this, based on 
the New Zealand landscape.



VINTAGE RUBY  
Curated Collection

Natural vintage ruby and 
diamonds on white gold



ADRIAN JACKMAN
STRANGER THINGS
acrylic on canvas
785mm x 765mm    

The work draws upon contemporary themes and ideas surrounding our fascination with 
nostalgia. This also works alongside the reworking of  imagery from 20th century art 
works and my own oeuvre of  art making. Stranger Things delves into the machinations of  
living and making art in 2022.



JUDITH LAWSON
WARM FOREST
oil on board
350mm x 400mm    

These works are part of  an ongoing investigation into the delicate balance of  things. They 
are an intuitive response to nature now, climate change, ideas of  precarity and resilience. 
Through the use of  colour and marks of  different energy they convey tension, toxicity and 
urgency balanced with quiet relief.



RACHAEL MOORE
MOTHERLAND
watercolour & ink
550mm x 450mm

Focused watercolours exploring contemporary landscape ideas. Paint effects, colour, form 
& addition of  illustrative hand detail to draw you in. I aim to find balance using colour, 
line work, contrast to form a harmonious whole, often creating realms which are at times 
intangible and obscure.



ZOE NASH
BLUE BELL WOOD
acrylic on canvas
500mm x 500mm x 45mm   

My works are a colourful, playful, celebratory exploration of  mark making, process, 
repetition, and accumulation. They draw inspiration from half-remembered childhood 
walks, from nature, and sometimes from the incorporation of  found materials. My 
intention is to explore both collective and personal narratives and instigate emotional 
connections with others. 



PAUL RADFORD
FRENCH CURVES 1
acrylic on canvas
1100mm x 1100mm    

These are french curves arranged on a table.



CLAUDIA RECOREAN 
ON THE PERSEVERANCE OF JOY
mixed media on aluminum and plastic
930mm x 12000mm

This work speaks of  joy that persist in times of  difficulties and change. Colourful shape 
combinations that seem to be hanging free in space create a moment of  visual happiness. 



TAWHAI RICKARD
TE KOOTI ARIKIRANGI - I AM A GOD WHO SAVES PEOPLE
recycled wood, acrylic paint
430 x 320mm

My work is unashamedly Aotearoa, steeped within the ancestral and bicultural 
narrative unique to our country New Zealand. I use an approach that deconstructs and 
nonchalantly portrays our historical and contemporary cultural and social landscapes. He 
Wīwī, He Naati, He Whanokē.



FRANCES ROOD
DRAWING FROMTHE EDGE 1
acrylic on canvas
430mm x 320mm    

This recent work explores the building of  illusory space by experimenting with 
perspective and shifting the conventional rules of  geometry. Lines compressed and 
positioned slightly off-kilter draw the viewer’s eye across the surface of  the painting 
creating an optical play of  surface and depth on a two dimensional plane.



This is an interesting piece of  New Zealand 
commercial jewellery. A strong Māori theme 
is central, with charming shoulder sections 
represented by supporting Māori imagery, 

holding a central greenstone tablet with raised 
Māori section centring the piece. The hollowed 

construction speaks to commercial origins in what 
is otherwise a finely executed piece.   

Joseph Tattersfield

VINTAGE NEW ZEALAND 
GREENSTONE

Curated Collection
Natural vintage greenstone 

on rose gold



ANGELA ROWE
PIECEWORK
found textile dyed with avocado skins and seeds, pencil, embroidery thread.
1050mm x 1060mm    

Piecework, an exploded book, has drawings of  ceramic fragments my daughter found and 
collected, creating a narrative between the objects as she reassembled them.



KARINA SIMPSON
WIND 1 OR EGON SCHIELESQUE ARMPIT HAIR
Albert Durer watercolour markers and Faber Pitt artist pens 
on Lanaquarelle 300gsm HP 100% cotton
570mm x 760mm    

Wind studies, creating images of  something that we cannot see while experimenting with 
the things that I have control over vs that which I don’t. The support, the tool making the 
mark, the colours, and the length of  time to create the image vs the weather.



ANNIE SMITHS SANDANO
GORDIAN KNOT
acrylic, spray paint, cardboard, mixed media, hand assembled 
and painted frame, hand stretched canvas
540mm x 540mm    

Like a porthole into a city, each painting from this series holds an intense internal 
conversation within confines of  colour, shape and texture. Constructed smooth surfaces 
and crisp lines share space with scumbled surfaces and rough edges. Things clash and 
they coalesce. Densely packed they leave you heady and dizzy.



SALLY TAGG
AMETHYST SEA GARDEN 
illuminated fabric lightbox
1189mm x 1189mm

Tagg’s new work is about connection, where sea and garden botanicals fuse to form a 
new hybrid landscape. Using intricate digital collaging techniques, these works are both 
a celebration of  beauty and a warning as we are confronted with environmental threats 
resulting in many of  our ocean species being lost.



There are few gems as alluring as a significant 
tanzanite with desirable blue hue.  The electric 

saturation of  colour combined with the graduating 
geometric pattern of  our Maya design ensures 

this ring commands attention. Exceptional 
balance, mindful proportions, and a homage to 

fine materials.   Joseph Tattersfield

MAYA
Curated Collection

Natural Tanzanite and 
white diamonds on yellow gold



ADI TAIT
BRAIN FOG
Cyanotype
840 mm x 1188mm   

This recent work comes from experimentation with photography and digital 
manipulation, combined with low tech solar printing processes. I am endeavouring in this 
image to express a shifting, internal and unseen world whether of  joy or confusion.



NATALIE TOZER
MEDIUM CONTINUED
mixed media
500mm x 500mm    

Medium Continued reveals multiple, distinct, and interconnected continua through 
materials accumulated in the making of  this work, including but not limited to; crystalline 
carbon, pulped Fabriano, laundry tub lint, tarseal, sweat, barbie’s lost shoe, a trilobite 
fossil, hematite (to protect/absorb unwanted energies in the home) and imagined 
bronze artifacts. 



SHEYNE TUFFERY
KIRIBATI DREAMING
woodblock print. edition of 12
620mm x 900mm    

This is a hypothesis that technology can save Kiribati and Tuvalu from the sea levels 
rising, with architecture building sustainably out of  the ocean. The relief  print called 
Kiribati Dreaming is a visual response to climate change in the Pacific.



NÂÂWIÉ TUTUGORO
MOUSE TRAP
acrylic paint, chalk pastel
770mm x 510mm    

Returning to painting has initiated an exploration of  comical extraction & psychedelic 
annotation for artist Nââwié Tutugoro. From the colour palette to the ‘looney tunes’ 
cartoon features, the layers on the canvas jump forward & sink back creating a lively 
texture remixing the nostalgic motifs riffing on the more psychological.



JACQUIE URE
BLOCK PAINTING
acrylic on canvas
900mm x 700mm    

This work is part of  an ongoing interest in making works from simple elements that 
are hand made, but somewhat mechanistic and constrained, producing small events, 
intersections, interruptions and accretions. The use of  transparent pigments and glazes 
exposes the brushstrokes and the making of  the work with clarity.



MILI VILLAMIL
WINDOW TO THE UNIVERSE
high resolution photography paper
841 x 594mm 

We have the opportunity to connect with the outer space and cosmos but light pollution 
is rising dramatically. It is our responsibility to decrease light pollution by keeping 
unnecessary lights at home off and bringing a higher consciousness on how light pollution 
affects ourselves and nature. 



“Inspired by a vintage ring of  similar aesthetic, this 
multi diamond, multi-dimensional ring demanded 

my attention. Derived from a time when design was 
paramount and practical considerations supplicated 

in favour of  daring concepts, eliciting comments 
at high society events. Reminiscent of  the opulent 

spirit of  the 1950s.”   Joseph Tattersfield

WHITE DIAMONDS
Curated Collection

Natural white diamonds 
on white gold




